1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Several functional roles are attributed to sleep. One view is that sleep is required for energy conservation and nervous system recuperation [@bib1]. Even though glucose consumption is reduced during the slow wave activity (SWA) phase of sleep relative to the wake state [@bib3], a certain amount of energy is consumed for synaptic activity during sleep [@bib2]. Cellular energetics during sleep are found to be associated with metabolic function and gene transcription [@bib4] and sleep promotes mRNA translation for protein synthesis [@bib5]. However, there are no causal factors indicating the need for sleep either for gene expression or metabolic activity. Even though unwanted metabolic products from the adult brain are cleared during sleep [@bib6], there are no indications why this function requires a reduction in the level of consciousness. Other systems in the body that operate throughout the life of animals, such as the heart and kidneys, do not shut down their major functions at any time. In contrast, the nervous system alters the level of consciousness during sleep, putting the animal at risk for attack by its predators. This leads to the question -- What specific function of the nervous system necessitates altering its basic function of maintaining the state of consciousness, a necessary background state required for carrying out other higher brain functions?

Sleep is thought to facilitate learning and memory [@bib7], memory consolidation [@bib8], consolidation of cortical plasticity [@bib9] and cortical response potentiation following visual experience [@bib10]. However, these experimental findings are not sufficient to provide an adequate explanation for the state of unconsciousness associated with sleep [@bib11]. The observation that mutation in a transcriptional repressor reduces sleep by two hours every day [@bib12] has not yet provided an explanation for the necessity for sleep. In this context, different proposals for possible mechanisms for sleep were put forward [@bib13], [@bib14]. Even though energy conservation, rejuvenation and facilitation of learning and memory can be contributing factors, a mechanism that results in losing consciousness that puts the animal at severe risk for survival is still lacking. This naturally raises the question -- Why did not evolution eliminate the need for sleep that would have enabled animals to remain conscious throughout the twenty-four-hour period? Conservation of sleep indicates that sleep has an indispensable role in nervous system operations. Sleep-like states observed in lower-level animal species such as flies and worms [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17] indicate a universal functional role for sleep.

Since the normal mechanism of functioning of the system has not yet been discovered, any new theoretical framework of a mechanism is expected to provide an explanation for the functional role of sleep [@bib18]. Difficulties in understanding the mechanisms of higher brain functions still continue, primarily because these functions are first-person internal sensations to which only the owner of the nervous system has access. In this context, the semblance hypothesis [@bib19], [@bib20] that was put forward to explain the observations made from both the first- and third-person frames of reference at various levels is examined. The hypothesis was developed from the premise that the basic units of internal sensations, namely semblances, are induced as a systems property at the level of the postsynaptic terminals and occur in synchrony with extracellularly-recorded oscillating potentials of specific frequencies. To obtain an explanation for the necessity for sleep, essential conditions for the systems property of induction of semblances are examined.

2. Background {#s0010}
=============

The quantal release of neurotransmitter molecules from the presynaptic terminal occurs all the time (t~q~), including during rest and sleep ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). The binding of these molecules to the postsynaptic membrane receptors induces a very tiny voltage that is reflected in the measured miniature postsynaptic potentials (minis) from the latter\'s neuronal soma. These quantal release-mediated potentials are continuously being induced at the postsynaptic membrane (postsynapse or dendritic spine). In addition, various stimuli from both the environment and from within the body, which arrive at the sensory receptors activate the sensory neurons, which are then transmitted through different higher neuronal orders. When this activity arrives at the presynaptic terminal, it leads to the entry of calcium into the cytoplasm that, in turn, leads to the release of a volley of neurotransmitter molecules from the presynaptic terminal into the synaptic cleft. This induces a large postsynaptic potential ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B). Let this duration of activity-induced postsynaptic activation be (t~s~). The unidirectional flow of activity from the presynaptic terminal to the postsynaptic terminal at the chemical synapses can contribute to the vertical component of the extracellularly-recorded oscillatory potentials. Since recurrent collaterals do not present in sufficient numbers at different neuronal orders and since the presence of gap junctions between excitatory neurons is sparse [@bib21], mechanisms that can contribute to the horizontal component of the oscillating potentials are yet to be discovered.

Each event or item in the environment is capable of stimulating more than one sensory system. When the event or item is close to the animal, the simultaneous arrival of these sensory inputs enables them to get associated within the animal\'s nervous system. Later, when the event or item is located away from the animal, the fastest arriving stimulus (usually visual) from the event or item induces a virtual internal sensation of the remaining stimuli from the latter. This provides the animal with a survival advantage in the environment where it has to obtain food and stay protected from its predators. These processes require a mechanism to both associatively store the information and then make internal sensations of the late-arrived or even non-arrived sensations, so that the animal can respond at appropriate times to the environmental stimuli. This is essential for both the prey and the predator to make quick internal decisions that enable them to survive in the environment. The process of associative learning during the exposure to a novel event or item was hypothesized to occur through the induction of an inter-postsynaptic functional LINK (IPL) between the simultaneously activated postsynaptic terminals at locations of convergence of different sensory stimuli [@bib19], [@bib20] ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C).

At a later point of time, when the fastest arriving stimulus used in a previous associative learning event reaches the nervous system, it reactivates the IPL and activates the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminal from a lateral direction ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D). When the postsynaptic terminal is in a background state of continuous depolarization induced by the neurotransmitter molecules released from its presynaptic terminal ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A), any "incidental" lateral activation of the postsynaptic terminal through the IPL is expected to induce a semblance of the arrival of activity from its presynaptic terminal as a systems property (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} for further description). Semblance is an expected event of cellular hallucination induced at the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminal [@bib19], [@bib20]. Such an operation is essential for inducing the function of internal sensations; for example, memory [@bib22]. Another integral part of the system property is that the lateral entry of activity through the IPL can contribute to the horizontal component of the oscillating potentials recorded extracellularly [@bib23]. During the wake state, maintaining the extracellularly-recorded oscillating potentials at a certain frequency range is essential for inducing the internal sensations of various higher brain functions. For example, as the background frequency recorded by the electro-encephalogram (EEG) waves is reduced, there is a gradual reduction in the level of awareness that eventually leads to a state of unconsciousness [@bib24].

3. Theoretical findings {#s5045}
=======================

3.1. Systems requirement for sleep {#s0015}
----------------------------------

In the context of the operational mechanism of semblances, the question "Why would sleep be evolutionarily conserved across species although putting the animals at risk for survival?" is examined for possible explanations. The fact that sleep deprivation reduces cognitive abilities [@bib25], [@bib26], indicates that the ability to induce specific internal sensations of memory is reduced during the wake state after sleep deprivation. What systems requirement can be fulfilled by sleep in preparing the system for maintaining optimal cognitive abilities? How will the integral nature of sleep enable the induction of specific internal sensations during the wake state? Why is there a period of sleep during which no internal sensations are generated in response to ordinary environmental stimuli?

According to the semblance hypothesis, it is expected that an *incidental* lateral activation of the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminal can induce semblances. There are two possible mechanisms by which the incidental nature of the lateral activation can be accomplished. One is maximizing the duration of the quantal release of neurotransmitter molecules from the presynaptic terminal towards the postsynaptic membrane, as reflected by the recorded miniature postsynaptic potentials (minis). Since quantal release takes place all the time in a twenty-four-hour period, it is already a saturated phase of the system. The fact that there are no natural or synthetic molecules that can completely block the miniature postsynaptic potentials is strong evidence for the latter\'s evolutionary conservation on Earth. The second possible mechanism is to reduce the total duration of the lateral activation of the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminal by various cue stimuli. This can only be achieved by either reducing the arrival of the cue stimuli or by reducing the ability of the arriving stimuli to reach the IPLs. These methods can substantially increase the "relative" total duration of quantal release of neurotransmitter molecules in comparison to that of the total duration of events that activate the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminal (t~q~+t~s~)≫t~IPL~ ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

3.2. Can semblances stop forming beyond a breakpoint? {#s0020}
-----------------------------------------------------

If sleep is an integral systems requirement to increase the relative total duration of quantal release of neurotransmitter molecules in comparison to that of the induction of internal sensations, then for how long can the semblances be induced after continuous sleep deprivation, if everything else remains optimal? Assuming that the relative total duration of quantal release of the neurotransmitter molecules has been higher than the total duration of the induction of internal sensations during the previous days, normal semblances can be induced during the initial days after stopping sleep. However, as sleep deprivation continues, the robustness of internal sensations of higher brain functions will be reduced. From the requirements, it can be seen that the system needs constant updating of the relative increase in \[(t~q~+t~s~)/t~IPL~\] ratio. This ratio from the previous few days likely gets carried forward to some extent. This may explain why a few nights of sleep deprivation may be followed by an increased requirement for sleep. Therefore, it is reasonable to arrive at the conclusion that sleep helps to increase the \[(t~q~+t~s~)/t~IPL~\] ratio within a time-bin of a few sleep-wake cycles. This ratio likely determines the robustness of the semblances for an optimal internal sensation of various higher brain functions during the wake period. Such a mechanism provides an explanation for why different components of memory are affected after continuous sleep deprivation [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27]. Since the induction of semblances is essential for maintaining the net C-semblance for consciousness [@bib28], eventually there will be a loss of consciousness, which will put the animal back into a sleep state. In some animals, sleep deprivation is reported to cause death [@bib29]. If sleep deprivation does not produce damage to the IPL-operated neural circuit system [@bib20] and the organs whose functions are dependent on them, the animal is expected to wake up from sleep.

3.3. Sequential implementation of the mechanism {#s0025}
-----------------------------------------------

The nervous system requires sleep for an average of eight hours in a twenty-four-hour period. During this period, the postsynaptic terminals are undergoing continuous depolarization from quantal release, whereas the activation of inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminals occurs much less frequently. During sleep, the nervous system has to be kept in a state from which it can be aroused. This requires the maintenance of C-semblance at certain threshold levels ready to be activated at the arrival of sensory stimuli above certain level of intensity. Depending on the alteration in the conformation of C-semblance during different stages of sleep, the nervous system remains at different arousable states. When the frequency of oscillating potentials keeps changing during different stages of sleep, the sets of reactivated inter-postsynaptic functional LINKs that contribute to the horizontal component of the oscillatory potentials also change. This provides rest for several other sets of inter-postsynaptic functional LINKs at different stages of sleep. In this regard, the observation that wakefulness, rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM sleep are not mutually exclusive states is significant [@bib30]. The absence of lateral activation of inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminals provides ample time for updating the required \[(t~q~+t~s~)/t~IPL~\] ratio well above the threshold level. The frequency of oscillating potentials during the REM sleep stage returns to a state close to that of the wake state during the last few cycles of sleep. When the C-semblance during the final REM sleep stage reaches a state almost identical to that of the C-semblance for the conscious state, the nervous system wakes up.

3.4. Mechanism to shut down the sensory inputs {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------

Since light travels faster than all other sensory stimuli, visual cue stimuli from an item or event in the environment provide the animal with the internal sensation of the remaining associatively learned sensory qualities of that item or event. This is highly important for survival. The presence of light during the day is optimal for diurnal animals -- it enables predators to capture prey and prey to escape from predators. The lack of light at night reduces visibility for both the prey and the predator, making them equally disadvantaged. This makes night-time an optimal period for sleep for diurnal animals. Reduced light at night reduces visual inputs arriving at the nervous system. However, night-time is not completely devoid of light; the presence of moonlight is an example. During sleep, eyelid closure may be sufficient to stop visual inputs arriving. However, other primary sensations such as hearing, smell, touch, and vibration have no mechanism to shut their receptors from getting activated when the corresponding stimuli arrive. These stimuli propagate to higher neuronal orders to activate the IPLs along their route. Some of these inputs are essential for the survival of the animal. For example, pain induced while sleeping in one position encourages change of position, thus avoiding tissue injury and the formation of decubitus ulcers. However, the sensation of pain is not felt consciously, because the conformation of C-semblance for normal consciousness is altered when the oscillating potentials are of different frequencies during sleep [@bib28].

3.5. Range of total duration of lateral activation {#s0035}
--------------------------------------------------

A rough estimate of the \[(t~q~+t~s~)/t~IPL~\] ratio can be calculated for one normal sleep-wake cycle as follows. Since the quantal release of neurotransmitter molecules takes place continuously, t~q~ is equal to 24 h. Since stimuli from the environment lead to activity-mediated synaptic transmission, the duration of t~s~ is a fraction of the awake period of 16 h. t~s~ can vary from synapse to synapse. Let t~s1~ be the total duration of arrival of activity at one synapse from its presynaptic terminal. Therefore, the total duration of depolarization of the postsynaptic membrane of that synaspe by the neurotransmitter molecules is equal to (24+t~s1~) hours. Semblance is expected to get induced for a wide range of duration of lateral activation of that postsynaptic terminal -- ranging from a tiny fraction (few seconds) to the entire duration of the wake period (nearly 16 h). Even though it is very rare for a single stimulus (cue) to arrive during the entire wake period, shared physical properties of the items and events in the environment can lead to the continuous arrival of stimulus components that are shared among different environmental stimuli. This may activate certain specific IPLs for long periods of time during the wake period. On the other hand, as the animal explores new environments, the t~IPL~ for a certain specific inter-LINKed postsynapse is going to be very small. Therefore, semblances are expected to be associated with a wide range of t~IPL~.

The duration of lateral activation of the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminals inducing semblances is expected to vary among different higher brain functions. It is possible that the ratio \[(t~q~+t~s~)/t~IPL~\] varies depending on the nature of semblances, locations where they are induced and the mode of their integration. For example, consciousness and memory retrieval can be examined. The surgical removal of large portions of the cortex has no effect on consciousness [@bib31]. This indicates that a large number of redundant units for inducing internal sensations are likely to contribute to the generation of C-semblance for consciousness [@bib28]. Based on the present work, such redundancy may provide rest to different subsets of IPLs during the wake period. It is also possible that the quality of semblances that contribute to consciousness are different from other higher brain functions. In contrast to consciousness, highly robust semblances are expected to induce internal sensations of memory of specific events or items in response to a cue stimulus. The number of specific IPLs that can be formed by a specific novel associative learning event can be finite. Changes in the environment may not always bring very high cue stimulus specificity for the lateral activation of a specific set of postsynapases to induce internal sensations for specific memories. Due to this limitation, each structural unit capable of inducing robust semblance is expected to maintain an optimal \[(t~q~+ t~s~)/t~IPL~\] ratio for inducing semblances. A high quality of semblances is required for their integrated product to form the internal sensation of an expected memory matching that of a specific event or item.

3.6. Supporting evidence {#s0040}
------------------------

Is the theoretical observation explained here testable? One method is to examine whether an alteration in the duration and/or number of external environmental stimuli has any relationship with the duration of sleep. This can be examined in conditions where the subjects are exposed to different amounts of environmental stimuli. Staying awake for up to twenty-four hours results in progressively higher slow-wave activity (SWA) levels (power density in the 0.75 Hz to 4.5 Hz range) levels at sleep onset [@bib32], [@bib33]. Specifically, SWA in non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep increases significantly during the initial sleep cycles of recovery sleep. Conversely, an evening nap reduces power density in NREM sleep in the delta and theta bands in EEG [@bib34]. It was found that the duration of sleep changes proportional to the duration of wakefulness and that periods of silence of the cortical neurons are long and frequent during NREM sleep following sustained wakefulness [@bib34], [@bib35]. This will reduce the instances of lateral activation of IPLs activating the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminals at several upstream neural pathways.

Since a large proportion of the lateral activation of the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminals takes place by continuous arrival of stimuli from the environment, removing the animals from their natural environment is likely to reduce the duration of sleep. In one space mission study, it was found by both subjective and objective methods that the duration of sleep during space stay is approximately 6.5 h per day, which is less than expected [@bib36]. Several previous space mission studies have also shown a consistent reduction in the duration of sleep between 6 and 6.5 h while living in space for nearly two weeks [@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib42]. Along with the reduction in the number of environmental stimuli, a large number of sensory inputs from within the body will also be reduced due to the absence of gravity. For example, the tendon reflex, which is a stretch reflex, is reduced after remaining in space [@bib43]. The duration of lateral activation of inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminals is expected to be reduced in space due to deficient sensory stimuli in comparison to that available on earth. This may explain why the duration of sleep is reduced during space stay and supports the present theoretical observations.

4. Conclusion {#s0045}
=============

The present work has provided a theoretical reasoning for the systems requirement for sleep. The work also highlights the absence of any natural molecules on Earth that can completely block the miniature postsynaptic potentials, making it a favorable environment where any nervous systems operate. Since maintaining the duration of sleep is essential for the very property of inducing semblances responsible for the internal sensation of various higher brain functions, sleep cannot be substituted with anything else, including stimulants such as caffeine. Since the requirement for sleep is expected to be reduced during space flight, using medications to increase the duration of sleep is not necessary. However, maintaining sleep hygiene by reducing sensory stimuli during sleep will be essential. Attempting to associate new sensory stimuli and challenging to retrieve memories of them is expected to increase pressure on the system to undergo adequate sleep. The present work invites the question whether an engineered system built to simulate the nervous system will require sleep for its functions. Since sleep is an indispensable requirement for systems operations, that even evolution could not eliminate, cut short or bypass, artificial systems are expected to require a state of sleep. Experiments can be undertaken to examine whether increasing the frequency and number of quantal releases per unit area can reduce the duration of the required sleep. The present explanation evolved from examining the nervous system functions from a first-person frame of reference using the semblance hypothesis and can be subjected to further verifications.
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![Illustration showing the structural mechanism for the formation of internal sensations of various higher brain functions. A: Continuous quantally released neurotransmitter molecules from the presynaptic terminal bind to the receptors on the postsynaptic membrane and induce a very tiny potential at the postsynaptic membrane. B: The intermittent arrival of a sensory stimulus induces an action potential, which when reaches the presynaptic terminal releases a volley of neurotransmitter molecules into the synaptic cleft. This induces a large postsynaptic potential at the postsynaptic membrane. C: When two abutted postsynaptic terminals are activated simultaneously, during events such as associative learning, it leads to the formation of an inter-postsynaptic functional LINK (IPL). D: At a later time, when the cue stimulus arrives at presynaptic terminal A and activates its postsynaptic terminal B, it leads to the reactivation of IPL and activates inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminal D. The lateral activation of postsynaptic terminal D in the absence of arrival of activity from its presynaptic terminal C induces a cellular hallucination or semblance of arrival of activity from presynaptic terminal C. The sensory identity of the semblance induced at postsynaptic terminal D can be determined by extrapolating towards the sensory receptor level to discover hypothetical packets of sensory stimuli capable of activating presynaptic terminal C (for details see [@bib20]). The induction of semblances is viewed as a systems property of systems where the lateral entry of activity through the IPL contributes to the horizontal component of the extra-cellularly recorded oscillating potentials.](gr1){#f0005}

![Diagram showing the durations of quantal release, activation of synapse and reactivation of inter-postsynaptic functional LINK (IPL). A: Quantal release of the neurotransmitter molecules takes place from the presynaptic terminal all the time. Therefore, this duration (t~q~) is a saturated phase for a given system. B: Intermittent release of a volley of transmitter molecules when activity arrives at the presynaptic terminal. Let the duration be (t~s~). C: This figure shows lateral activation of inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminal D by the arrival of activity through the IPL. Let this duration be t~IPL~. Semblance is expected to be induced only when the lateral activation of postsynaptic terminal D occurs infrequently when compared to the relatively highly frequent occurrence of the neurotransmitter-induced depolarization of postsynaptic terminal D (from presynaptic terminal C). In other words, it is necessary to maintain a high \[(t~q~+t~s~)/t~IPL~\] ratio. The only means by which this can be accomplished is by stopping the lateral activation of postsynaptic terminal D for a certain period of time. This is achieved by inducing a state of sleep. A and C: Presynaptic terminals. B and D: Postsynaptic terminals. t~q~: Duration of quantal release; t~s~: Duration of neurotransmission; t~IPL~: Duration of lateral activation of the inter-LINKed postsynaptic terminal D by activity arriving at synapse A-B. S: Semblance. IPL: Inter-postsynaptic functional LINK. St: Stimulus.](gr2){#f0010}
